
 
INTRODUCES: ENTRY NO:

Trot across the  
diagonal 

Trot in a straight line 

Conditions:

ARENA SIZE: Mini (15mX20m) 
AVERAGE RIDE TIME: 3:00 
(from entry at A to final halt) 
Suggested to add at least 2 min. for 
scheduling purposes

MAXIMUM PTS:

TEST DIRECTIVES POINTS COEF TOTAL REMARKS

1. A Enter medium walk Straightness of the rider in 

the saddle

2. X Halt, salute

Proceed medium walk

Stability of the rider in 

transitions 

Clarity and timing of salute

3. C Track Left Rider position

Balance on turn

4. H-X-F Change rein, working trot
Consistency of trot

Straightness across diagonal

Balance of rider at the trot

2

5. F Medium walk Stability of the rider in 

transitions 

6. K-X-M Change rein, working trot
Consistency of trot

Straightness across diagonal

Balance of rider at the trot

2

7. M Medium walk Stability of the rider in 

transitions 

8. H Working trot Consistency of trot

Balance of rider at the trot 2

9. K Medium walk Stability of the rider in 

transitions 

8 A Down centerline Straightness of the rider in 

the saddle

9 X

Halt, salute

Pat your mount

Leave arena in medium 

walk

Stability of the rider in 

transitions

Clarity and timing of salute

2024 IEO LEADLINE TEST C 
PURPOSE: 
To confirm that the rider is demonstrating correct 
basics, balance, and the beginning of a stable seat and 
control of their body with the support of an aide to 
guide their mount. To introduce the rider to a small 
dressage arena, the Judge, and formalities of riding a 
dressage test.
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COLLECTIVE MARKS POINTS COEF TOTAL REMARKS

RIDER 
Rider’s posture, alignment, balance, stability, 
suppleness of body 2

RIDER’S AIDS 
Rider’s independent use and position of hands, 
quality of connection, and lightness 1

PRESENTATION 
Turnout of Horse and Rider

1

OVERALL IMPRESSION 
Impression of the rider, willingness of the 
mount, handling of the mount to best allow the 
rider to demonstrate current knowledge

2

FURTHER REMARKS:

To be deducted 
Errors of course and omissions are penalized 

1st time = 2 points 
2nd time = 4 points 
3rd time = Elimination

SUBTOTAL:

ERRORS:

TOTAL POINTS: 
(Max Points: xxx)
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